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Summary. Reams of different methods have been applied on the inexact graph
matching problem in the last decades. In fact, there are two disjoint groups of ap-
proaches, exhaustive search and approximate methods. The first ones guarantee that
the best solution is always found while the last ones generally have a significantly
reduced time complexity at the expense of accepting sub-optimal solutions. This
article aims, first, at comparing the two complementary approaches. Secondly, we
show that one can bridge the gap between them and that their combination can lead
to improved performance, i.e. maintains the guarantee for the best solution while
reducing the convergence time.
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1 Introduction

Despite the exact graph isomorphism problem, which has not yet be shown to
be in P nor in NP [1, 2], all other instances of the graph matching problem,
of practical importance, are NP-complete [3]. Attributed relational graphs
(ARGs) are universal graphical models that occur frequently in structural
pattern recognition. For example, content-based image retrieval can rely on
graphs modeling the spatial entities and their mutual relationships in a seg-
mented image. The nodes and edges are attributed with feature vectors. The
retrieval process in such systems requires efficient methods to compare ARGs.
In fact, the computation of the distance between two ARGs implies the reso-
lution of an inexact (also referred to as error-correcting) (sub-)graph isomor-
phism problem. Even if filtering techniques (e.g., [4]) can reduce the number of
matchings for the identification of the best-matching ARG for a given query,
there will always remain numerous graph isomorphisms to compute.

Graph matching already has a long tradition in the domain of pattern
recognition [5]. In general, it can be divided into exact and inexact match-
ing. Exact matching requires two graphs to be exactly equal whereas inex-
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act matching allows certain structural differences between them. Both sub-
problems have been addressed by a wide range of methods. These can be
classified either as explicit tree search approaches [6, 7, 8], which always find
the optimal solution, or as optimization methods which reduce the complex-
ity at the cost of accepting sub-optimal solutions. Recent approaches tackling
inexact graph matching include spectral [9, 10], least-squares [11], bayesian
[12], and genetic [13, 14] methods.

Comparison between these algorithms as in [15] is usually restricted to
algorithms of the same class, i.e. search methods or optimization techniques.
This paper focuses on the comparison of the two general approaches. We se-
lect one representative of each class and evaluate its performance against one
algorithm of the other class. We aim at pointing out general advantages and
restrictions and a possible combination of the two complementary methods
in the domain of pattern recognition. We choose a state-of-the-art exhaustive
tree search method [8] and compare it to two new genetic matching algo-
rithms. These are universally applicable methods since they do not impose
any constraints on the ARGs.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: We formally define
the problem in the next section. In Sect. 3, the A*-based [6] method is briefly
reviewed. The genetic approaches are detailed in Sect. 4. Sect. 5 outlines
how to combine the methods. In Sect. 6, we present experimental results on
artificially created data. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Sect. 7.

2 Problem definition

Let us consider two attributed relational graphs S = (VS , ES) and G =
(VG, EG). We suppose, without loss of generality, that S is not larger than
G, which means |VS | ≤ |VG|. The exact (sub-)graph isomorphism problem
consists in finding an injective function m : VS → VG mapping each vertex
of S to a distinct vertex of G such that the resulting node-induced subgraph
G’ of G is isomorph to S. That means, related nodes, and edges respectively,
have the same attributes.

The inexact version of the problem arises when the graphs contain slightly
different attributes. Thus, the inexact (sub-)graph isomorphism problem can
be stated as the problem of finding a mapping that minimizes some kind of
graph distance (e.g., the graph edit distance [16]).

In ARGs, nodes and edges are labeled with application-dependent values.
We need to assume that distance metrics for both vertices (δV ) and edges
(δE) are provided. The attribute distance is defined by the sum of all edge
distances [8]:

µm
a (S, G) =

∑
v∈VS

δV (v,m(v)) (1)

Likewise, the total edge distance defines the relationship distance:
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µm
r (S, G) =

∑
v,w∈VS |v 6=w

δE((v, w), (m(v),m(w))) (2)

The overall distance is then defined as a convex combination of these two
distances. A context-dependent coefficient usually controls the relative im-
portance of vertex vs. edge distance. For the purpose of this article we sup-
pose that both distances are equally influential which leads to the following
equation:

µm(S, G) = µm
a (S, G) + µm

r (S, G) (3)

3 Exhaustive graph matching using an A∗ like approach

Exhaustive graph matching is based on explicitly searching the space of all
possible assignments between the nodes of the graphs [17]. A solution is ob-
tained incrementally by growing a partial assignment of the vertices of one
(sub-)graph S to the vertices of the other graph G. The solution space is or-
ganized as a tree, where the kth level contains all partial assignments of the
first k entities of S [16, 17]. The evaluation of a partial assignment is based
on Eqs. 1 and 2 restricted to the vertices already included in the mapping.
Since the distance of two graphs under any partial mapping is monotonically
non-decreasing with the tree level for any branch, partial assignments scoring
a distance over a predefined threshold of maximum acceptable dissimilarity
µmax can be safely discarded without risk of false dismissal. The A∗ algorithm
[6] performs a depth-first search, which always extends the partial mapping
toward the local optimum, and which backtracks when the scored distance of
the current assignment runs over a maximum acceptable threshold. When the
inspection reaches a complete mapping, a match under the threshold is found.
At this point, the global optimum is not guaranteed, but the obtained scored
distance implies a stricter threshold for acceptable distance that is then used
to efficiently extend the search until the global optimum is found.

Several approaches extend the A∗ scheme using an admissible heuristic to
increase the cost of the current partial assignment with a lower boundary of
the future cost. In Berretti’s [8] case, the extension cost estimate is obtained
using the solution of a bipartite matching problem with a discrete relaxation
algorithm. This requires only polynomial time. Based on this value, partial
assignments that can not lead to a final match with acceptable similarity can
be discarded earlier, thus accelerating the convergence of the algorithm while
preserving result’s optimality.

4 Genetic approaches

Genetic algorithms [18] are optimization methods inspired by the natural evo-
lution process. They operate on a set (population) of solution candidates, the
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chromosomes. These are randomly initialized and undergo genetic operators
such as selection, recombination, and mutation. This creates very good ap-
proximations after several iterations.

GAs provide decent solutions in a very short time. Moreover, they can
return a complete candidate solution at any time, its quality increasing with
the time (i.e. number of generations). The user is able to balance the trade-
off between accuracy and run-time directly by choosing an appropriate stop
criteria.

GAs explore large heterogeneous search spaces very fast at the expense of
a non-exhaustive exploitation. This means that not all possible solutions are
evaluated. In particular, it can occur that the standard GA finds a good region
and the search does not continue into the direction of the optimal solution.
Genetic local search (GLS) algorithms are GAs which are combined with local
search strategies as for instance 2-opt. We implemented both, a standard GA
and a GLS. The difference between them is that the GLS does not apply
mutation at all, but performs a 2-opt local search on each crossover offspring.

4.1 Encoding and selection

A permutation is the most efficient way to encode a particular mapping be-
tween the nodes of two graphs of the same size. In this case, the application
of the corresponding recombination operators is straightforward. In order to
avoid repair mechanisms in the case of subgraph matching (due to operators
capable of creating illegal solutions) and to generally prevent the operators
from becoming too complex, we use the larger graph size as chromosome
length. During the fitness evaluation, we do only take into account the por-
tion of the chromosomes that actually corresponds to an existing node of the
subgraph.

The selection of individuals for reproduction is based on the accumulated
distances of nodes and edges (see Eq. 3), and follows a tournament strategy.
A set of tournament size individuals is chosen randomly and the best individ-
ual produces offspring. This strategy is very efficient since it neither requires
normalization nor ordering of the individuals by their fitness and decreasing
fitness (error) functions can be directly incorporated.

4.2 Recombination and mutation

Although varied recombination operators for permutation encodings are avail-
able, none was specially developed for graph matching. Since the influence of
any node pair, and thus of a specific allele in the gene, depends equally on
all other alleles, it is reasonable to apply an unbiased strict position-based
crossover operator. Thus, we combine the idea of position-based crossover
[19] with the idea of uniform crossover. This differs from the original position-
based crossover in the point that the order from the second parent is not
imposed onto the child, but as many alleles as possible are placed on the same
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locus as of the parents. The average number of mappings inherited from the
two parents is approximately equal. An allele that has the same position in
both parents always keeps this position.

A swap operator is used for the mutation in the GA. It simply exchanges
the loci of two alleles.

4.3 Local search strategy

The local search strategy of the GLS replaces each offspring by the dominat-
ing gene of its neighborhood. We use the 2-opt algorithm in which the set of
chromosomes emerging from a given chromosome by exchanging two values is
considered. This space is exhaustively searched for the locally optimal individ-
ual which replaces the initial chromosome. The evaluation of a 2-opt-switch is
computationally less expensive (O(n)) than the evaluation (O(n2)) of entire
chromosomes, since only the nodes and edges whose mappings changed are
considered.

5 Combined algorithms

We combine the Berretti’s algorithm[8] with both versions of our genetic ap-
proach. A simplified pseudo-code is given in Alg. 1 to illustrate the approach.
We first perform a genetic search. The scored distance of the best individual
in the final generation is obviously an upper bound for the globally minimal
distance. Thus, we perform Berretti’s matching algorithm with this value as
initial maximal acceptance threshold. This ensures that the optimal solution
is always found. The advantage over the original form of Berretti’s algorithm
is that several non-promising branches of the search tree can be discarded
earlier. In the following, the combined approaches will be referred to as CGA,
and CGLS respectively.

6 Experimental results

We compare the algorithms using a set of randomly attributed complete
graphs. A graph G of size n is complete when it consists of n vertices and
any node pair is connected by an edge. During graph generation, both edge
and node attributes are uniformly chosen random values from the unit inter-
val.

A node-induced subgraph S is extracted from each graph G. Technically,
we create a (uniform) random permutation of the nodes of G and select its
first o : o ≤ n nodes in order to establish S. In our tests, o is either n (graph
isomorphism) or n− 5 (subgraph isomorphism).

We perform the matching of every subgraph S against all original graphs.
We consider two test cases: a positive case for isomorph graphs and a negative
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Input: S = (VS , ES) and G = (VG, EG), |VS | ≤ |VG| ; /* Two Graphs */

/* First step: genetic algorithm with elite replacement */

Initialize Population p randomly ;1

repeat2

Tournament Selection ;3

for i ← 0 to crossover.probability * size(p) do4

(p[i],p[i+1]) ← Crossover (p[i],p[i+1]) ;5

i ← i+2 ;6

forall Gene g ∈ p do7

if Algorithm.type=GLS then8

Local Search;9

else10

Mutate with mutation.probability ;11

until fitness(best individual) has not decreased during last n generations ;12

f = fitness (best individual);13

/* Second step: Berretti’s algorithm */

acct ← f ; /* Use f as acceptance threshold */14

m ← ∅ ; /* Start with empty mapping */15

repeat16

Evaluate partial mapping m by δm(S, G) ;17

Estimate future extension cost cm(S, G) ; /* Lower boundary */18

Add best matching node pair (vS , vG) to m ;19

if δm(S, G) + cm(S, G) > acct then20

Backtrack ;21

until m is complete or no valid extension is possible ;22

if m is complete then23

acct ← δm(S, G) ;24

Continue Search ;25

else26

return last complete mapping ;27

Algorithm 1: Simplified pseudo-code of the combined algorithm

one that aims at finding the optimal (distance-minimizing) mapping between
non-corresponding graphs. We compare the execution time and accuracy of
all algorithms. The results of the exhaustive approach serve as benchmarks
for the genetic approaches. Since, in the negative test case, the exhaustive
search becomes intractable with increasing graph sizes, this type of test is only
performed for small graphs. Since, in the positive case, the time complexity
of Berretti’s algorithm does not climb that fast, we evaluate the behavior for
larger graph sizes by focusing only on isomorph graph pairs, i.e. we ensure
that an optimal solution with zero distance exists.

6.1 Solution quality for pure genetic approaches

The relative distance of the solutions obtained by the pure genetic approaches
with respect to the optimal solution for small graph sizes is illustrated in
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Table 1. Error of the pure genetic approaches

Algorithm Graph Size Positive case Negative case
S G Errors Mean distance Mean Maximum

GLS 10 10 0 0 0.74 % 10.33 %
GA 10 10 1 0.4788 6.93 % 20.48 %
GLS 10 15 0 0 2.21 % 13.83 %
GA 10 15 3 2.0456 13.86 % 39.21 %

Table 2. Time for graph matching. On the left graph matching between graphs of
size 10 is performed. On the right subgraphs of size 10 are matched against graphs
of size 15

Graph isomorphism Subgraph isomorphism
Positive Negative Mean Positive Negative Mean

A* Ref. Time 31.3 ms 12683 ms 11418 ms 76.6 ms 286930 ms 258250 ms
A* Rel. Time 100.00 % 100.00 % 100.00 % 100.00 % 100.00 % 100.00 %
GLS 208.95 % 1.40 % 1.46 % 191.64 % 0.13 % 0.14 %
GA 35.46 % 0.34 % 0.35 % 38.64 % 0.02 % 0.02 %
CGLS 233.87 % 86.04 % 86.08 % 201.70 % 83.38 % 83.38 %
CGA 54.95 % 93.36 % 93.35 % 71.41 % 97.43 % 97.43 %

Tab. 1. For the negative case, let m′ be the globally optimal mapping. Then,
for any mapping m, the term (µm(S, G)/µ′

m(S, G)) − 1 describes the gap to
m′. In the positive case, we cannot use this measure for the assessment of the
solution quality since µ′

m(S, G) = 0. Thus, we use the distance imposed by
m itself (i.e., µm(S, G)) and the absolute number of mismatches (denoted as
Errors).

We observe that the GLS obtains nearly perfect results and always finds
the optimal solution in the positive case. The solutions of the standard GA are
of lower quality. Our tests on increased graph sizes showed that the quality of
the solution decreases with the graph size. This effect is especially strong for
the standard GA whereas the error of the GLS does only increase marginally.

6.2 Time complexity

As shown in Tab. 2 the execution time of the GA is lower than for the
GLS. However, this is inversed when we observe the combined versions, since
the better quality solution provide lower maximum acceptance thresholds for
Berretti’s algorithm. An interesting result is that the combined algorithms
outperform the exhaustive search although it is included in them. In the case
of exact matching Berretti’s algorithm outperforms the GLS. However, due to
the huge difference of the absolute execution times this has nearly no influence
on the mean values.

Figures 1 and 2 show the effect of increasing graph sizes on the perfor-
mance of the algorithms for the case of exact graph matching, both for the
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Fig. 1. Relative execution time, graph matching

graph isomorphism and subgraph isomorphism problem. The execution time is
normalized by the execution time of Berretti’s algorithm. In other words, the
relative execution time t is obtained by dividing the absolute execution time
of a given algorithm by the absolute execution time of Berretti’s approach for
the each graph size. This allows to compare the evaluation of execution times
vs. the exhaustive reference algorithm on a linear scale.

We observe, that the execution time of the genetic approaches grows much
slower than that of the exhaustive one. Additionally, the combined versions
compare favorably to the A*-like approach. The difference between pure GA
and and its corresponding combined versions depends on the quality of the
intermediate solutions. We also observe that the better the solution, the lower
the time spent for its verification.

7 Conclusions

The implementation of local search into the genetic approach enhances the
solution quality significantly. Indeed, the GLS found every exact matching
until the size of 35. The pure GA obtains only very poor approximations for
increasing graph sizes.

We combine two complementary types of algorithms. We observe, that this
combination can obtain better results than with either of them in general.
We keep the best-solution guarantee from Berretti’s algorithm and reduce its
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Fig. 2. Relative execution time, subgraph matching

execution time by supplying it with an approximate solution from the GA. A
decreased starting value of the acceptable threshold speeds it up significantly.
Therefore, in applications, where the maximal acceptable error is a priori
known and sufficiently small, the exhaustive algorithm is preferable. For the
general case one should prefer combined genetic approaches. In fact, if the
GA provides high quality solution the combination does not influence the
time complexity very much. However, we did not compare the algorithms on
real-world data so far and we expect that this would favor the GLS more than
its corresponding combined approach.

We are planning to apply them to content-based image retrieval in the near
future, in particular we are going to address the problem of identifying a per-
son based on a two-dimensional image using a database of three-dimensional
face models.
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